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Info Pack

1. Transportation from the airport
Traian Vuia International Airport is located approximately 11 km north-east of the
Timisoara city centre, the bus and the taxi being the only transportation options to the city.

1.1.

Public transportation

Bus no. E4 barred
connects the airport to the central area of the city and the main
railway station (Gara de Nord Timisoara). The bus station is located right outside the
airport. Tickets are only available for purchase from the kiosks inside the airport or via
application (”24pay” for Android and Ios). The price of a one-way ticket is 2 lei (less than
1 euro). Tickets have to be validated after boarding the bus.
In order to get to the central area of the city, you need to get off the bus once you reach
station ”Piata 700”. You can find a representation of the bus route below:

1.2.

Taxi

Taxis are also available, from the taxi station outside the airport. The cost of the taxi until
the city centre should be no more than 50 lei (approximately 11 euro).

2. Accommodation
Timisoara has various accommodation options. There are a few hotels in the proximity of
the conference venue. The closest hotels are Hotel NH (booking +40 256 407 440),
Eurohotel (booking +40 256 201 251) and Hotel Check Inn (booking +40 356 829 928)

Other close accommodation options are:
Hotel Roma (booking +40 356 465 870)
Hotel Silva (booking +40 256 201 406)
Hotel Vanilla (booking +40 256 202 129)
Hotel Boavista (booking +40 256 309 409)

3. Conference

The conference shall take place at the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration,
16 Pestalozzi Street, Timisoara.

4. Currency
The Romanian Leu (RON) is the currency of Romania. The current exchange rate is
1 EURO = approx. 4.65 Lei
Money can be withdrawn from the ATMs inside the airport. Exchange can be done in the
exchange office of the airport, as well as in the exchange offices downtown.

